
Title: Foundations of 

Literature 

Literature 

Grade:5th grade 

Quarter: 1st Quarter Week:1st Week 

Key Individual, Event, Document or Institution: 
Foundations of Literature 

Skills Taught:  Becoming familiar with the foundations of 

literature. 

Biblical Reference: Genesis 1:1 

Review:  The Chain of Christianity 

Homework: Only class work 

Geography: N/A 

Principles Taught/Demonstrated Leading Ideas Goal of Lesson 
God’s Principle of Individuality seen in 

literature. 
Language is expressed in different ways and it 

is an attribute of God.  

 

Literature has individual elements that make up 

its unique qualities and use of language. 

For students to learn that literature is an 

attribute of God and of the individual elements 

of literature and the importance of studying 

each one. 

METHOD of INTERACTING WITH STUDENTS CONCLUSION & SUMMARY 
 

*Engage students with Leading Idea and Bible Principle 

*Use the Chain of Christianity 

*Add “literature” under the Creation Link to the Chain of 

Christianity reserved for the subject of Literature 

*Use T-Chart 

*Use reason and relate quesions 

*Use word map 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Literature was not created. It is an attribute of God–during the days of Creation He 
spoke the world into existence (with whatever ancient language He spoke with). 
Additionally, literature encompasses: “history, grammar, rhetoric, logic, geography, 
etc. as well as of the sciences. A knowledge of the world and good breeding give luster 
to literature,” all of which God had knowledge of when He designed the world and 
which He used to create. 
 
Literature has individual elements and qualities for which mankind is to have dominion 
over.

 

EVALUATION of LESSON EFFECTIVENESS 

 

PRESENT NEW PRINCIPLES & CONTENT 

Content: 
Open with the Leading Idea, Bible principle, and leading question:  

Day 1 

1. Create a title page for the subject of Literature 

2. File it in the notebook under the tab for Literature 

3. File the overview for literature behind the title page for it 

Day 2 

1. Biblical foundations of literature (use T-Chart) 

2. Identify literature under the Creation Link on the Chain of Christianity 

3. Develop an emphatic conclusion of what literature is 

Day 3 

1. Define: orthography, etymology, syntax,. 

Day 4 

1. Define prosody and composition 

2. Define: literature (use a word map)  

Day 5 

1.Identify the qualities of literature 

 

New Vocabulary: 
 

Orthography, etymology, syntax, prosody, composition 

 

Literature 

 

Visual Aids/Illustrations: 
 

Chain of Christianity  

 

T-Chart 

 

Word map 

 

 

 

Students can reason through how language is an attribute of God. 

Additionally, they can see the importance of having dominion over the 

elements and qualities of language by developing each area under literature. 


